
40th Annual

SEDONA CAR SHOW
October 14, 2023

10am - 3pm, at the Sedona Airport

>>> CORVETTE’S 70th ANNIVERSARY <<<
Classes for Corvettes are as follows: [J: Corvette 1953 - 1982] [K: Corvette 1984 - 2004]

[DISPLAY: after 2004]
HOURS FEES**

Check In: 8am - 10am Class A - L
registration

$30.00

Show Hours: 10am - 3pm* Non-judged display
(all years)

$25.00

Voting: 10am - 12pm

*No Early Departures
**Proceeds from the car show help with our scholarship
program.

Note: The rules have changed. Changes have been highlighted in red.

Show Rules and Class Definitions

Stock: Must have period-correct frame and running gear and no more than three (3) visible minor
modifications. Stock domestic cars go in classes A or B by the appropriate year. Stock foreign
cars go in class G. Stock trucks go in class E.

Modified: Any domestic or foreign car or truck not fitting the definition of Stock is defined as Modified.
Modified cars go in Classes C or D by the appropriate year. Modified trucks go in class F.

Sports Car: Small, usually two (2) seats, that have a high horsepower to weight ratio and are designed for
high speed driving and maneuverability. Some sports cars may have 2+2 seating arrangement
with the rear seats usually small and suitable for luggage or children. All sports cars should go in
class H.

Exotic Cars: Sometimes called “supercars” are very expensive, fast, powerful, and limited production. They are
oftentimes hand built by the manufacturer and include a wide array of automotive high technology
(lightweight materials, drivetrains, aerodynamics and premium materials). Exotic Cars go in Class
I.

Premier Class: A special Class to recognize first place winners in all Classes.

The Car Show Committee will make every attempt to determine the appropriate class with the car owner. This may
require reassigning a car to an appropriate class. Cars determined to be in the wrong class will be ineligible for trophies.
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